
Size:
S  =  (33-37)   L = (41-45)
M =  (37-41) XL = (45-47)

Size:
S  =  (32-37)    L = (41-44)
M =  (37-41)  XL = (44-47)

Size:
S  =  (33-37)    L = (41-45)
M =  (37-41)  XL = (45-47)

WALKING RUNNING
Optimal grip while walking

The Nordic Grip Walking is designed specifically 
to ensure best possible traction while walking 
normally. The design of the grip ensures that the 
product stays on safely, while the placement of 
the spikes gives you optimal grip throughout the 
whole walking movement. Nordic Grip Walking 
won a test in the Norwegian newspaper Aften-
posten in 2013.

Adjusted to the whole walking movement
Spike placement guarantees good grip
Designed to stay safely on
Winner of Ice Cleats Aftenposten test 2013!

EASY
Easiest grip to take on and off

The Nordic Grip Easy are designed to be the 
easiest grips available to take on and off. The 
closed loop ensures that a quick and efficient 
one-hand operation is all you need to stay on 
your feet. The Easy will sit securely on your foot 
and never fall off. Easy and safe!

Our most popular model
Easiest grip to take on and off
Closed loop for one-hand operation
Designed for optimal stability

Optimal grip while running

The Nordic Grip Running fits perfectly on a running 
shoe, and has carefully researched placement of the 
spikes for the most efficient traction for the kick-off 
and movement when running. The grips work both on 
ice and snow, and let you run like freely even if it is 
winter.

Placement of spikes is optimal for running

Fits perfectly on running shoes
Designed and produced for strength and
endurance
Works as well on snow as on ice
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Size:
Women: 36 - 40
Men:      41 - 46
 

Size:
S  =  (33-37)    L = (41-45)
 

MINI

Size:
S  =  (36-39)   L = (42-43)
M =  (40-41) XL = (44-45)

WETSEXTREME
Always at hand

The Nordic Grip Mini is developed to especially 
for those who don’t usually wear ice grips. The 
Mini comes in a small and handy box that fits in 
your bag, purse, or jacket pocket, and are very 
easy to use, so you are always prepared if you 
encounter icy conditions. The Nordic Grip Mini 
comes in fashionable colors

Comes in a nice small plastic box
Wear only when needed
Very easy to strap on
Available in fancy colors
brown, cyan, black, pink, orange

For those serious about their grip

Nordic Grip Extreme gives you extraordinary grip. 
The sole is filled with especially broad and thick 
spikes that ensure the best grip in any situati-
on. Nordic Grip Extreme is fastened both in front 
and in the back which ensures a great fit on your 
shoes. For those serious about their grip, Nordic 
Grip Extreme is the best choice.

Excellent grip on all conditions
Thicker and more solid spikes
Strong spikes placed around the whole of the sole
Great fit; fastened both in front and back

Winterproof winter boots

Wets has a soft and comfortable micro-fleece 
inner shoe with thermo-liner, and an outer wa-
terproof layer. It features the patented IceLock™ 
technology that gives great grip without spikes. 
The Wets is so stylish, warm and comfortable 
that there is no need to dare the wet city weather 
unprepared ever again.

Patented IceLock™ technology
Winterproof – both warm and waterproof
Soft and comfortable micro-fleece inner shoe
Available in fancy colors
navy, olive, berry, safran, black

Extreme grip for extreme conditions

These grips are something else entirely. Monster 
grip has long spikes protruding from the sole of 
your shoes, fastened with chains and extra dura-
ble rubber. Nordic Grip Monster grip truly give you 
extreme grip for extreme conditions.

For the most extraordinary or extreme conditions
Adaptable to any terrain
The best grip available

Size:
S  =  (36-39)   L = (42-43)
M =  (40-41) XL = (44-47)

MONSTER


